Autumn Stock Image Collection from Dustwood Media
54 autumn stock images, including foliage, harvest, scenery, and trees.
Ideal for prints, website images, art references, greeting cards, and more
- be creative!
29 are free images available under a Creative Commons BY license. The other 25 are
stock images (©2015 Jeri-Lynn Woods, all rights reserved). with a total value of $53 if
purchased separately.
Some free images can be downloaded directly from www.dustwood-media.com and/or
the Dustwood Pinterest page at pinterest.com/jerilynnwoods.
CATEGORIES INCLUDED:

FOLIAGE

HARVEST

SCENERY

TREES

Catalogue notes: P. 9. Order form: P. 10

Autumn Stock Image Collection from Dustwood Media
AUT001 $20 on CD plus $2 shipping on each order
To order: Mail in the order form at the end of this catalogue with your cheque or money order (in
Canadian or US funds).
If you would rather pay using your credit card or PayPal account, please order online at
www.dustwood-media.com/image-collections.html.
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AUTUMN: FOLIAGE

Autumn Leaves 1: a small red-and-gold
leaf speckled with rainwater lies on the
ground. Sad, melancholy feel. Image
size 3300 x 2475px. Prints at 11 x 8.25".
Free.

Autumn Leaves 2: pink-to-red
leaves of a burning bush hang like
teardrops in the autumn sunlight.
Image size 2025 x 2025px; prints
at 6.75 x 6.75". Free.

Autumn Leaves 12: A single pale maple
leaf lies in the shade on a surface of
dead yellow leaves. Could be symbolic
of change, age, loss, time passing,
mortality. Image size 1950 x 1500px;
prints at 6.5 x 5". Free.

Autumn Leaves On Stone 8: Three
yellow poplar leaves lying on cracked
grey stone. Symbol of autumn, age,
division, loss, change. Commercial
Card size 2100 x 1500px; prints at 7 x 5.
$2 value if purchased separately.

Bracken In Autumn 2: Coppery bracken
fronds form a complex swirling pattern
around a single bright-yellow poplar leaf.
Very textured image with a clear focal point.
Good autumn image. Can use with Bracken
In Autumn 3 as a set. Quarter-Page size,
1650 x 1275px; prints at 5.5 x 4.25. $2
value if purchased separately.

Bracken In Autumn 3: Brown-spotted
golden fronds of bracken fern form a
patterned background for a single red
ladybug. Strong textures and a diagonal
feel. Good autumn image. Can use with
Bracken In Autumn 2 as a set. Image size,
1500 x 1125px; prints at 5 x 3.75". $1
value if purchased separately.

Autumn Leaves 4: a bright yellow horsechestnut leaf is pillowed on crisp, tan
beech leaves in the bright autumn sun.
Image size 4200 x 3150px, prints at 14 x
10.5". Free.

Autumn Vine Leaves 1: Huge,
lobed vine leaf, clear yellow edged
with dark gold. Good symbol of
autumn, change. Image size 1200
x 1125px; prints at 4 x 3.75".
Free.

Maple Leaf In Fall 1: a single
bronze-red maple leaf, diagonally
against a white background. Can be
a symbol of autumn or of Canada.
Image size 1050 x 900px; prints at
3.5 x 3". Free.
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Maple Leaf In Fall 4: Image of autumn:
a yellow maple leaf just blushed with
crimson, streaked with sunlight.
Bordered Page size, 3000 x 2250px;
prints at 10 x 7.5. $3 value if purchased
separately.

Maple Leaves In Fall 3: A single redand-gold maple leaf is the focal point of a
mass of green and yellow leaves.
Symbol of autumn, of change, of
individuality, of standing out from the
crowd. Commercial Card size 2100 x
1500px; prints at 7 x 5. $2 value if
purchased separately.

Maple Leaf In Fall 6: A maple leaf still
green at the centre, brushed with gold and
burgundy on the edges, against a
background of autumn foliage. Image
size 3300 x 2475px; prints at 11 x 8.25".
Free.

Sad Autumn Leaves 13: One crumpled,
dead maple leaf atop a layer of old, dead,
dried-up leaves shining from a freezing
autumn rain. Symbolic of change, loss,
failure, closure. Half-page size, 2550 x
1650px. Prints at 8.5 x 5.5". $2 value if
purchased separately.

Maple Leaves In Fall 2: Sun-dappled
maple leaves fill the screen with the
orange and gold of autumn. Autumn, fall,
foliage, sunlight, shadow, bright, yellow,
gold. Slideshow size, 1280 x 960px.
Free.

Strawberry Leaves 2: Bright crimson
strawberry leaves gleam with
rainwater against dark earth. Feeling
of melancholy; three leaves can be
symbolic. Image size 1500 x 1275px,
prints at 5 x 4.25". Free.

AUTUMN: HARVEST

Crabapple 2: The bounty of autumn: a
cluster of dark-red crab-apples with a
background of scarlet and green leaves.
Image size 1500 x 1050px, prints at 5 x
3.5". $1 value if purchased separately.

Canning Jars 1: coloured pencil drawing
of two canning jars filled with red plums.
Good harvest image. Image size 900 x
900px, prints at 3 x 3". $1 value if
purchased separately.
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Canning Jars 2: coloured drawing of
two canning jars full of yellow peppers.
Another good harvest image. Image
size 1800 x 2025px, prints at 6 x 6.75".
$2 value if purchased separately.

Dried Sunflower 1: A dried-up sunflower
head rests against a faded wooden fence autumn in bronze and cream. Good
symbol for harvest, autumn, or change,
fading. Image size 1875 x 2100px; prints
at 6.25 x 7". $2 value if purchased
separately.

Grapes 1. Grapes ripening on the
vine in the early autumn sun. Can be
used as symbol of harvest and
bounty, or Christian symbol of the
Eucharist. Image size 2400 x
3150px, prints at 8 x 10.5". $3 value
if purchased separately.

AUTUMN: SCENERY

Autumn Foliage 2: a hilltop crowned with
dark evergreens and golden fall foliage,
with lower slopes covered with trees just
started to change from green to yellow.
Image size 1500 x 1125px, prints at 5 x
3.75". Free.

Autumn Hillside Trail 1: View of a
mountainside, tapestried with autumn
colour, over the roofs of houses in Trail,
BC. Streaks of gold and dark green
under a lightly-clouded sky. Image size
2025 x 1500px; prints at 6.75 x 5". Free.
Autumn Mountain
1: behind an
open, grassy field
and a fringe of falltinted trees, a
forested mountain
shows touches of
autumn colour
under a pale blue
sky. Image size
4200 x 3150px;
prints at 14 x
10.5". Free.

Autumn Mountain 2:
Late autumn finds a
few lingering fall
colours marking the
sides and base of a
mountain under a
cloudy sky.
Subdued golds,
greens and greys.
Image size 1425 x
975px; prints at 4.75
x 3.25". Free.

Autumn Hilltop 6: A combination of dark
evergreens, golden leaves, and silvery
bare branches forms a tapestry on a
western hillside under a bright blue
autumn sky. Slideshow size, 1280 x
960px. Free.
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Autumn Mountain 3: three brilliant gold
Lombardy poplars, backed by the gold of
distant birch trees, lend autumn colour to
a bare, rocky slope. The white trunks of
leafless birches make accent marks on
the slopes below. Image size 2025 x
1425px; prints at 6.75 x 4.75". Free.

Autumn Mountain 5: A mountain hillside
in autumn with still-green trees in the
foreground and golden fall colouring on a
more distant hillside . Two clusters of
Lombardy poplars accent the foreground
under a pale, hazy sky. Image size 1800
x 1350px; prints at 6 x 4.5". Free.

Autumn Mountain 6: Trees in brilliant gold
fall colouring march down a barren, rocky
slope. Autumn, fall, yellow, grey, rocks,
rocky, hill, mountainside. Image size 1500
x 825px. Prints at 5 x 2.75".

Autumn Mountain 7: Clouds drape two
mountainsides under a hazy sky. In the
foreground stands a row of trees, some
bare, some still in their autumn colours.
Has a sad feel. Slideshow size 1152 x
864px. $1 value if purchased separately.

Autumn Picnic Table 1: A green picnic
table sits in dapple sun and shade,
ground and table covered with fallen
leaves. Feelings of waiting and
melancholy. Image size 1800 x
1500px. Prints at 6 x 5". $2 value if
purchased separately.

Gyro Park Beach In Fall 1: A deserted,
rocky riverside beach framed by autumn
foliage and distant mountains. Gleaming
pale sand contrasts with the dark green of
evergreens and gold of autumn leaves.
Feeling of solitude, of summers gone.
Image size 2250 x 1800px. Prints at 7.5 x
6". $2 value if purchased separately.

Autumn Picnic Table 2:
A picnic table sits
invitingly in dappled
shade, with green
evergreens and leafy
trees touched with
autumn yellow all
around it. Quarter
Page size 1275 x
1650px; prints at 4.25 x
5.5. Free.

Autumn Picnic Table 3:
a couple of deserted
picnic tables, covered
with leaves, sit
underneath towering
trees on ground covered
with more autumn gold in
bright sunshine. Image
size 1275 x 1500px;
prints at 4.25 x 5". $1
value if purchased
separately.
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Gyro Park Beach In Fall 2: cream- and
honey-coloured rocks, a golden weeping
willow in the midrange, dark water, a
distant hillside of dark evergreens, hazy
far-off mountains in the background; and
over all a clear blue autumn sky. Image
size 2475 x 1875px; prints at 8.25 x 6.25".
$2 value if purchased separately.

Late Autumn Mountain 2: Ghostly white
trunks of birches stand shivering on a dry
mountainside under a late autumn sky.
Feeling of desolation, of nature going
dormant for the winter. Image size 1650 x
1050px. Prints at 5.5 x 3.5". Free.

Late Autumn Mountain 3: the pale, lateautumn sun softly lights up the remaining
yellow leaves and bare silver-white trunks
of the trees lining the crest of a mountain
ridge. Image size 1350 x 750px. Prints at
4.5 x 2.5". Free.

Rocky Slope In Fall 1: A steep, rocky
slope edged with evergreens and wrapped
with the yellows and bronzes of autumn at
its base. Strong sense of solitude and
height. Feelings of strength and solidity.
Image size 1275 x 1275px. Prints at 4.25
x 4.25". Free.

Rocky Slope In Fall 2: A distant, steep
rocky mountainside fringed with a few
evergreens, with tree in autumn foliage
at its base and a brilliant blue sky
arching over all. Feelings of distance,
solitude and height. Image size 1875
x 2550px; prints at 6.25 x 8.5". $2
value if purchased separately.

Rocky Slope In Fall 3: a grim, bare rock
slope rears up under a cold blue autumn
sky. A couple of trees with yellow leaves
soften the bottom edge but do not
diminish the starkness of the cliff. Image
size 2550 x 1875px; prints at 8.5 x 6.25".
$2 value if purchased separately.

Station Road Farms 2: Golden weeping willows add
sombre richness to a farm enveloped in a rainy late-autumn
landscape. Image size 1725 x 1950px. Prints at 5.75 x
6.5". Free.
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Sad Autumn Woods 3: the year draws
to an end in greyness. The gold
foliage on the trees is dull, the distant
mountainsides shrouded in grey mists,
the light is dull and dim. Image size
2400 x 3225px; prints at 8 x 10.75".
$3 value if purchased separately.

Sad Autumn Woods 1: the sadness and
coolness of autumn: bare-branched
shrubs, dull gold of fall foliage on trees,
with heavy mists and low clouds almost
hiding the distant mountains. Image
size 3300 x 2475px; prints at 11 x 8.25".
$4 value if purchased separately.

Sad Autumn Woods 2: the gold foliage is
dim, bare stems dark and shivery, the
grey mists and clouds add to the feeling
of melancholy - the sorrowful side of
autumn. Image size 3300 x 2475px;
prints at 11 x 8.25". $4 value if
purchased separately.

Warfield Picnic Area 3: Golden sunlight, gold
leaves on the ground, gold leaves on the trees form
a frame for empty but inviting picnic tables in a
grove of trees. Image size, 1350 x 1425px; prints
at 4.5 x 4.75". $1 value if purchased separately.

Trees And Mountain In Fall: Dark green trees
foreground left; pale, sandy beach area in midrange;
a scattering of trees, some already in yellow fall
colouring, at the base of a high, rocky mountain
slope under a bright blue sky. Slideshow size, 1152
x 864px. Free.

AUTUMN: TREES

Autumn Tree 3: one small trees blazes a
brilliant, pure yellow amidst larger trees still
green. A scattering of yellow leaves speckles
the gravel area in the foreground. Autumn,
fall, trees, yellow, fall foliage, leaves. Image
size 1500 x 1425px; prints at 5 x 4.75". $2
value if purchased separately.

Autumn Tree 1: one tall, autumn-tinted tree
stands out behind shorter trees and shrubs,
with a background of dark, forested
mountain. Image size 3150 x 4200px;
prints at 10.5 x 14". $5 value if purchased
separately.

Autumn Tree 2: a tall tree with
brilliant yellow foliage is
dwarfed by distant mountain
slopes. Image size 1950 x
2625px; prints at 6.5 x 8.75".
Free.
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Autumn Tree 6: A massive old tree lifts
glad arms to the blue autumn sky, showing
off its golden finery. Autumn foliage, tree,
fall colour. Image size 900 x 1200px; prints
at 3 x 4". Free.

Lombardy Poplars In Fall 4: two
Lombardy poplars, green and yellow,
tower over smaller late-autumn trees
under a brilliant blue sky. Image size
1200 x 1575px; prints at 4 x 5.25".
Free.

Autumn Trees 1: A clump of birch trees in
a forest clearing are touched with autumn
yellow. Feelings of quiet, serenity.
Image size 2475 x 3300px. Prints at 8.25
x 11". Free.

Lombardy Poplars In Fall 5: Golden
Lombardy poplars dominate a scene of
autumn trees atop a hill under a blue sky.
Feelings of height, joy, warmth,
brightness. Image size 1275 x 1425px.
Prints at 4.25 x 4.75". $1 value if
purchased separately.

Lombardy Poplars In Fall 1: Towering
columns of Lombardy poplars glow
yellow under a clear blue autumn sky.
A bright image that captures the feeling
of fall. Image size 1200 x 1125px;
prints at 4 x 3.75". Free.

Maples, Nelson: colourful, impressionistic
drawing of maples in autumn colours
against a backdrop of mountains. Drawn
from life in Nelson, BC. Original is crayon
on paper. Image size 3225 X 2550px;
prints at 10.75 x 8.5". Free.
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CATALOGUE NOTES:
AUTUMN STOCK IMAGES CD: The CD includes full-size JPG files of all the images illustrated in this catalogue.
CATALOGUE IMAGES: All images in the catalogue are displayed with a maximum size of 2.4", regardless of their
actual "printed" size. Be sure to double-check the image's actual pixel / print size to verify that a particular image
will be suitable for your needs.
IMAGE SIZES: Most images have listed both a size in pixels (px) and a printed size, given in inches. Sizes are given in
width X height; so 5 x 7" means 5" wide by 7" high.
Printed size: The "prints at" size is the size the image will be if printed at 300 dpi (dots per inch).
Note: you would NOT insert the image in a document and specify the image size to be "100%" - because if you
do that, the image will print at 72 dpi (to match the 72 ppi, or pixels per inch, of the online resolution) and the
image will look terrible!
So, if the image's "prints at" size is 7.5 x 10" (for instance), and you insert the image in a Word document, format
the image size to a width of 7.5" and a height of 10" (which would be a scale of 24%). (A cautionary note: under
"Format Picture > Size", Word 2003 lists height first and then width.) Note that you can format the image to be
smaller than the "prints at" size without hurting the image quality.
LICENSING: by purchasing this collection, you are granted a license to use any of the images contained in it for
commercial, business, non-profit or personal use, under the following conditions:
FREE IMAGES: Free images are made available under a Creative Commons BY license. You are granted the
right to use any of the free images, including making changes to the images, provided that you attribute the
images to Jeri-Lynn Woods and/or Dustwood Media. This attribution does not have to be directly on the item
on which the image is used, but must be easily and readily accessible - for example: a mention on your website
that "all images are used under license from Dustwood Media". (Note: you do not need to attribute an image
you are using for strictly personal purposes).
STOCK IMAGES: Stock images are copyrighted. You are granted a worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free,
non-assignable and non-transferable right to edit and use any of the stock images, provided that you attribute
the image as indicated in bold print under "Free Images", above.
RESTRICTIONS: You may NOT resell this collection, nor sell as stock images any of the images included.
If you have any questions about whether the use you have in mind is allowed, please contact me by phone at 250-5121368 (between 9:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Pacific Time, M-F) or by email at jeriwoods@dustwood-media.com.
NOTE: Canadian orders: we pay your GST/PST/HST.
Orders from outside of Canada: you may have to pay import duties to your country's customs agency.

ORDER FORM
My Name: _______________________________________________________
My Mailing Address: ______________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
My Email Address (optional): _______________________________________
(Please include your email address if you would like to be added to our mailing list)

Image Collection

Price

Subtotal
Shipping & Handling
TOTAL ENCLOSED
Note: Cheques or money orders must be in Canadian or US dollars.
If you would prefer to pay with your credit card or PayPal account, please order from our website at
www.dustwood-media.com/image-collections.html.

2.00

